T is my great pleasure to present this inaugural issue of the IEEE Transactions on Big Data (IEEE TBDATA). Big Data is a new field that encompasses multiple disciplines and impacts a wide range of sectors of our society. Its rapid rise in recent years can be attributed to several technological advances. The increasing availability of sensors made data generation and collection easier and cheaper. Advances in telecommunications technologies and services facilitated the massive exchange of data among client devices, data centers and clouds. The fast reduction in data storage and processing costs gives rise to fast growth in increasing computational power. As a result, novel applications are widely found that span across diverse fields as never before.
BIG DATA POLICY, PRACTICE AND STANDARDS
Big impact implies big responsibility. Big Data is a broad area where technology meets social and policy issues. History has taught us that technology advancement must go hand in hand with policy and standards development. Practitioners know very well that Big Data research cannot be done without the datasets themselves, thus the issue of data sharing and data openness is critical. If different data sets cannot be aligned easily, then they cannot be fully integrated to result in the scale needed to produce impact. Thus, many governments, companies and organizations are starting to recognize that data sharing is a key for Big Data development. However, how to ensure that data is shared across departments, organizations and societal boundaries remains a complex issue. Closely related are technological issues as well as issues such as how to divide the benefits and responsibilities of data sharing.
An equally important issue is data quality, value and provenance. Data quality has direct impact on analytic results, and yet we do not fully understand how to quantify this impact. We also do not know well how to automatically or semi-automatically transform the data so that the quality is guaranteed. Recent works begin to recognize the importance of this issue. For example, works on identifying the trustworthiness of crowd-sourced data have attracted attention. Likewise, it is also an open issue of how to put a quantitative valuation on the worth of data for data exchange and sharing.
BIG DATA PRIVACY AND SECURITY
Policies on data availability, data sharing and standards are also closely related to the issue of user privacy and data security. On one hand, data analytics is aimed to uncovering values from data; thus the more data is included the better. Data analytics also requires sharing data and exchange data, which demands openness. On the other hand, revealing more data to the outside world runs the potential risk of jeopardising users' private information and cause damage to the reputation of the analytic services. How to allow analytic systems to freely access the needed data while protecting user privacy is a critical research and practice issue. A related and equally important issue is data security, which deals with the problem of ensuring the intended access control of the data while data is being collected, stored, managed, transported and analysed.
DATA SCIENCE
The fourth paradigm of scientific knowledge discovery champions the philosophy that with sufficient data, science can be carried out by directly examining and analyzing the data. New laws of nature can be discovered from the data. In each scientific discipline, the data and knowledge will be of specific, domain dependent nature. For example, genetic data in biological science may be rich in the number of features, but small in the number of data samples. In contrast, the data from particle physics may be the opposite. It is thus an open issue how to ensure that domain specific scientific knowledge is seamlessly integrated with general knowledge discovery and data analytic functions. Another important issue is how to explain the discovered knowledge back to the scientists. In many data science areas, black box solutions may not be desirable.
BIG DATA THEORY
Big Data provides renewed motivations for developing new theories that help evaluate and compare the existing approaches and quantify computational boundaries. Many of the fundamental theories of computation are based on the assumption that the data follows ideal distributions, are independently sampled and can be manipulated in a given computing environment. Big Data challenges these assumptions by considering data that extend beyond the traditional limitations. Statistics, computational learning theory and game theory are but a few examples that can help establish a new theory to understand and exploit big data for knowledge discovery.
BIG DATA APPLICATIONS
There is no doubt that Big Data can only thrive if its applications grow. Theory, algorithms and systems that enable novel applications of Big Data field are all the necessary elements for the new field. Indeed, novel applications are abound today, ranging from smart cities to Big Data in healthcare and from digital government services to online commerce industry. On one hand, Big Data tools and systems enable these applications to scale to the real world; on the other hand, successes in these application fields also provide new impetus for the tools to improve. Especially important to researchers and practitioners alike are case studies that tell why Big Data applications work or not work, with experience and lessons for others to draw from.
DATA ARTICLES: A NEW FEATURE
In Big Data research, a critical issue is the availability of realistic, large-scale and complex data. While data are abundant in many government agencies, industrial companies and practicing institutions, they exist mostly in islands and in isolation. There exists a chasm between the data generators and data consumers. The public cannot easily access much of these data. A consequence is that while in scientific disciplines, researchers stress repeatable experiments as a necessary test for new discoveries, in Big Data areas, repeating experiments on the same data by independent research teams is seldom practiced. To make a difference for the better, in IEEE TBDATA we introduce a new type of submission known as Data Articles. This type of submission will require that authors upload original large-scale data sets together with the meta data and a companion article to describe the meaning of attributes and intended usage of data in verifying systems and algorithms. To make the explanation accessible, the journal will accept a three-page article on the data together with preliminary test results to show the utility of the data. These articles will be citable just like any other articles in the journal. By creating this new category of papers, we hope to make an understanding in the Big Data community that contributing data is equally important as other contributions to the field, as new data can help inspire new algorithms, present new challenges, and serve as new baselines.
Big Data is necessarily a multi-disciplinary subject. A Big Data system touches on many aspects of science and engineering, including computer science, engineering, business management, social science, and policies, to name a few. More than one group of researchers is needed to aim for the same objective since we need multiple angles to look at the same problem. In Big Data, multiple views and methodologies will be the most beneficial. Therefore, IEEE TBDATA welcomes articles that report on the integration of different disciplines, technologies and systems to accomplish the mission of harnessing the Big Data.
SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS
The style of this new IEEE journal is similar to many other IEEE Transactions, with submissions received through the IEEE Manuscript Central system (http://www.computer.org/web/tbd). The journal will publish four issues per year, with five to 10 articles in each issue. Five types of papers are considered: Regular papers will be given 14 double column or 30 single column pages, short papers are given eight double column or 15 single column pages, comment papers are given two double column or four single column pages, and survey papers are given 20 double column or 40 single column pages. In addition, the new Data Submission Paper Type includes a publicly downloadable data source and a three double-column page paper (or six single column pages). Extensions of conference publications are welcome, but should include a significant amount of new contribution and clearly state the differences from the conference versions. It is expected that more than 30% of the difference between the published version and the submission should be in the new contribution. This difference should be fully explained in the cover letter.
The new IEEE journal received strong support from many organizations and individuals. Representatives from these societies and councils formed a steering committee that provided valuable advices throughout the journals birth. I would in particular like to thank the journal's Steering Committee Chair, Professor Steven Crago, and IEEE staff members for consistently guiding the journal through its creation process. The journal's Advisory Committee, consisting of industry and academia heavyweights, has lent a helping hand whenever needed. An editorial board of more than 50 associate editors of the journal will help ensure that authors get fast and informative feedback from review process, lifting the journal to the highest level. With IEEE TBDATA, we now have a common platform to exchange ideas and showcase our innovations for the important area of Big Data. We welcome authors and special issue guest editors to contribute their newest results in this journal. We look forward to an exciting journey together! Qiang Yang Editor in Chief Ç Srinivas Aluru received the BTech degree from the Indian Institute of Technology Madras in 1992, and the MS, and PhD degrees in 1991 and 1994, respectively, Albert Bifet is a senior researcher at Huawei Noah's Ark Lab. He is the author of a book on adaptive stream mining and pattern learning and mining from evolving data streams. He is one of the leaders of MOA and Apache SAMOA software environments for implementing algorithms and running experiments for online learning from evolving data streams. He is serving as a co-chair of the Industrial track of ECML PKDD 2015, and as a co-chair of BigMine (2015, 2014, 2013, 2012) , and ACM SAC Data Streams Track (2016, 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 Suren Byna is a computer scientist in the Scientific Data Management Group at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL). His research interests are in scalable scientific data management. More specifically, he works in the areas of parallel I/O, data management systems for managing scientific data, and heterogeneous computing. He is also interested in energy efficient parallel computing. He has published more than 65 papers. He received the Best Poster Award at Supercomputing '03 (SC03) and the Best Paper award at Cray User Group (CUG) meeting 2013. Papers he co-authored were nominated for best papers at SC08 and HPDC 2015.
Wo Chang is a digital data advisor for the NIST Information Technology Laboratory (ITL). His responsibilities include, but are not limited to, promoting a vital and growing Big Data community at NIST with external stakeholders in commercial, academic, and government sectors. He is currently the convenor for the ISO/IEC JTC 1 Big Data Study Group, co-chairs the NIST Big Data Public Working Group, and chairs the ISO/IEC JTC/1 SC29 WG11 (MPEG) Multimedia Preservation AHG. Prior to joining ITL Office, he was a manager of the Digital Media Group in ITL and his duties included overseeing several key projects including digital data, long-term preservation and management of EHRs, motion image quality, and multimedia standards. In the past, he was the deputy chair for the US National Body for MPEG (INCITS L3.1) and chaired several other key projects for MPEG, including MPQF, MAF, MPEG-7 Profiles and Levels, and co-chaired the JPEG Search project. He was one of the original members of the W3C's SMIL WG and developed one of the SMIL reference software. Furthermore, he also participated in the HL7 and ISO/IEC TC215 for health informatics and IETF for the protocols development of SIP, RTP/RTPC, RTSP, and RSVP. His research interests include digital data preservation, cloud computing, big data analytics, content metadata description, digital file formats, multimedia synchronization, and Internet protocols.
Sanjay Chawla received the PhD degree from the University of Tennessee (USA) [1] During this time period, he was a visiting professor once at Harvard in [1989] [1990] and three times at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (EECS Department in 1986 -1987 , Sloan School in 1990 -1991 , and Division of Engineering Systems in 2006 -2007 . Since 2008, he has been a Honorary chair professor in the Institute of Service Science at National Tsing Hua University. Currently, he is a distinguished career scientist and a faculty member at Carnegie Mellon University.
Xueqi Cheng is the director of the Division of the network science and technology in Institute of Computing Technology (ICT), CAS. As a research area manager, he leads a team of passionate researchers to advance the state-of-the-art in web search and mining, network science, information security. He has served on the organizing and program committees of some international and domestic conferences, including WWW, NCIRCS, IEEE ISI, etc. He has published more than 60 papers in fields such as web search, information retrieval, information security, P2P, and network science.
Shuguang Cui received the PhD degree in electrical engineering from Stanford University, CA, in 2005. He is a professor in electrical and computer engineering at the Texas A&M University, College Station, TX. His current research interests focus on data oriented large-scale information analysis and system design, including large-scale distributed estimation and detection, information theoretical approaches for large data set analysis, complex cyber-physical system design, and cognitive network optimization. He has also co-organized workshops on health informatics, high dimensional clustering, web analytics, web mining and parallel/ distributed knowledge discovery. He has served as a cofounder, consultant or advisor to several successful startups in addition to consulting for large corporations. Currently, he is on the advisory board of Cognitive Scale (Healthcare thrust) and Accordion Health. He is a fellow of the IEEE.
Marta Gonz alez does research focusing on urban computing, particularly in the intersections of people with the built environment as well as with their social networks. A recent leader in this emergent field, She has introduced new tools into transportation research during her time at MIT. Her current research explores human mobility patterns using mobile phone communication, propagation of mobile phone viruses, and urban transportation models. In the same manner, She integrates methods of complex systems with a physics approach, combining computation, geographic information systems, and network theory to model human interaction. Her ultimate goal is to design urban mobility solutions, which will pave the way for sustainable development of smart cities. In the past few years, she has twice received the Best Paper Award in the Association for Computing Machinery's Special Interest Group on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining International Workshop on Urban Computing. Marta holds a PhD from the University of Stuttgart in Computational Physics of Complex Systems. (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) , and is a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Sciences (2013).
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Yike Guo received the first-class honors degree in computing science from Tsinghua University, China, in 1985 and the PhD degree in computational logic from Imperial College in 1993 under the supervision of Professor John Darlington. He is a professor of computing science in the Department of Computing at Imperial College London. He is the founding director in the Data Science Institute at Imperial College, as well as leading the Discovery Science Group in the department. He also holds the position of CTO of the tranSMART Foundation, a global open source community using and developing data sharing and analytics technology for translational medicine. He founded InforSense, a software company for life science and health care data analysis, and served as a CEO for several years before the company's merger with IDBS, a global advanced R&D software provider, in 2009. He has been working on technology and platforms for scientific data analysis since the mid-1990s, where his research focuses on knowledge discovery, data mining and large-scale data management. He has contributed to numerous major research projects including: the United Kingdom EPSRC platform project, Discovery Net; the Wellcome Trust-funded Biological Atlas of Insulin Resistance (BAIR); and the European Commission U-BIOPRED project. He is currently the principal investigator in the European Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI) eTRIKS project, a €23M project that is building a cloud-based informatics platform, in which tranSMART is a core component for clinico-genomic medical research, and co-Investigator of Digital City Exchange, a £5.9M research program exploring ways to digitally link utilities and services within smart cities. He has published more than 200 articles, papers, and reports. Projects he has contributed to have been internationally recognized, including winning the "Most Innovative Data Intensive Application Award" at the Supercomputing 2002 conference for Discovery Net, and the Bio-IT World "Best Practices Award" for U-BIOPRED in 2014. He is a senior member of the IEEE and is a fellow of the British Computer Society. He is a chief research engineer in a global electronic giant, where he is trying to accomplish the next generation of intelligence implementation. Until last year, he served as a co-principal investigator on a collaborative research project in the field of document co-reference resolution techniques, funded by the National Science Foundation. Alongside, he was a senior architect in the big data oriented data science and analytics practice for a premier company in the east coast in US. Alongside, he is also serving as the director in Data Sciences Engineering division of a medical health monitoring and prognosis-based start-up company based in Atlanta, GA. He was also involved as a senior research engineer at a premier research company in advanced machine learning and big data oriented research and development from early 2012 to the very end of 2013. His research interests are diversified on text mining, natural language processing, information retrieval and visualization, machine intelligence, entity/pattern recognition, recommendation techniques, stochastic implementations and ideas, Bayesian Statistics, etc. He is also involved in other collaborative research and was recently appointed as industrial mentor for the REU program started by the Department of Computer Science, Georgia State University. He has served as chair of the ACM chapter, GSU for two years and founded multiple organizations such as IEEE Student branch, CS Club, Cricket Club, Squash Club, where he served as the founding President and in 2011 he served as the leader in charge of six such organizations. Carrying such work with desperate enthusiasm, pouring new ideas and changing the shape of the structure brought our ACM chapter Chapter Excellence Award for Outstanding Recruitment Program in 2009-2010, which is one of the five categories in which ACM recognizes one chapter from all over the world. Due to such effort he also received the ultimate recognition from GSU: Royal Flame Student Leader of the year 2011, along with the outstanding service award from the Department of Computer Science. He is involved in ASHA Chapter Atlanta, a nonprofit organization to address socio-economic challenges in India through providing education, and started a chapter in GSU of the same as well.
George Karypis is currently pursuing research interests that span the areas of data mining, bioinformatics, parallel processing, CAD, and scientific computing. Over the years, he has developed algorithms to solve a variety of problems including dynamic load balancing of unstructured parallel computations, graph and circuit partitioning, protein remote homology prediction and fold recognition, protein structure prediction, recommender systems, data clustering, document classification and clustering, frequent pattern discovery in diverse datasets (transactions, sequences, graphs), parallel Cholesky factorization, and parallel preconditioners. His research has resulted in the development of software libraries for serial and parallel graph partitioning (METIS and ParMETIS), hypergraph partitioning (hMETIS), for parallel Cholesky factorization (PSPASES), for collaborative filtering-based recommendation algorithms (SUGGEST), clustering high-dimensional datasets (CLUTO), and finding frequent patterns in diverse datasets (PAFI). In addition, he has developed two web-based servers for clustering gene expression data (gCLUTO) and for predicting the secondary structure of proteins (YASSPP).
Vipin Kumar received the BE degree in electronics & communication engineering from Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee (formerly, University of Roorkee), India, in 1977, the ME degree in electronics engineering from Philips International Institute, Eindhoven, Netherlands, in 1979, and He worked on the Advanced Weather Information Processing System (AWIPS) project for the National Weather Service. He was responsible for the rapid development, integration, and commercialization of the AWIPS client-server system. He was also a principal engineer on the effort to develop the AWIPS network monitoring and control system. He was a research scientist and worked on the dispersion problem of biochemical agents during his short tenure with the Science Applications International Corporation between 1994 and 1996. Trained as a short-term weather modeler, his work focused on the integration of weather and ancillary geographical information data into weather models to produce reliable forecasts. His research pioneered the modeling of land surface hydrology's impact on weather forecasting. . He leads an IBM major initiative on graph computing for Linked Big Data called IBM System G. He was elevated to fellow for of the IEEE for "contributions to network science and multimedia security and retrieval " in November 2011. He was the first IEEE fellow cited for contribution to network science. Nathan Liu received the PhD degree in computer science from Hong Kong University of Science and Technology. He is a senior research scientist at Yahoo! Labs. His research interests include large-scale machine learning and data mining with applications to search and recommendation systems.
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T.S. Eugene Ng received the PhD degree in computer science from Carnegie Mellon University. He is an associate professor of computer science at Rice University. He received the US National Science foundation (NSF) CAREER Award and an Alfred P. Sloan Fellowship. His research interest lies in developing new network models, network architectures, and holistic networked systems that enable a robust and manageable network infrastructure.
Raymond Ng is a professor of computer science at the University of British Columbia. His main research area for the past two decades is on data mining, with a specific focus on health informatics and text mining. He has published more than 180 peerreviewed publications on data clustering, outlier detection, OLAP processing, health informatics and text mining. He received two Best Paper Awards-from 2001 ACM SIGKDD conference, which is the premier data mining conference worldwide, and the 2005 ACM SIGMOD conference, which is one of the top database conferences worldwide. He was one of the program cochairs of the 2009 International Conference on Data Engineering, and one of the program co-chairs of the 2002 ACM SIGKDD Conference. He was also one of the general co-chairs of the 2008 ACM SIGMOD conference. For the past decade, he has coled several large scale genomic projects, funded by Genome Canada, Genome BC, and industrial collaborators. The total amount of funding of those projects well exceeded $40 million Canadian dollars. He now holds the chief informatics officer position of the PROOF Centre of Excellence, which focuses on biomarker development for end-stage organ failures. On the text mining side, he has co-led various projects focusing on managing conversations, such as emails, blogs, tweets, and meetings. One primary objective is to create metadata, such as natural language summaries, for conversations, to facilitate access to the otherwise unstructured raw data. Those projects were partially funded by NSERC, Google, and Yahoo. His research focuses on improving predictive modeling and decision support through data-driven discovery and modeling of hidden patterns in large data sets. He has published about 300 articles addressing data mining challenges in health informatics, the social sciences, environmental management, and other domains. His group's pioneering research on the prediction and functional analysis of intrinsically disordered regions in proteins has provided new insight into how protein structure establishes function and the program his team developed was the best rated predictor of intrinsic disorder at three consecutive international competitions organized by protein structure prediction assessment community (CASP 5-7). He is a general co-chair for 2013 and 2014 SIAM International Conference on Data Mining and was the program and/or a track chair at many data mining and biomedical informatics conferences. He currently serves as an editorial board member for seven journals and is the executive editor for applications at Statistical Analysis and Data Mining journal. Clifton Pfua received the bachelor's (first class honors) and PhD (on identity crime detection) degrees are from Clayton School of Information Technology, Monash University, Australia. He is at NCS Group, working on Big Data analytics under the Smart and Safe City Centre of Excellence. In his free time, he volunteers professional services to events, conferences, and journals (related to data mining/analytics, security and health informatics). He was also part of teams which won some analytics competitions. His specialization was Big Data analytics in public security (attack and disaster preparation/recovery/response; cyber security; internal security; and predictive policing) and fraud (government, banking, and insurance). His teams have won challenges such as GE Flight Quest Phase 1 Competition 2013 and Fraud Detection in Mobile Advertising Competition 2012. He has published more than 30 technical papers on various industry applications of data analytics, such as fraud detection and activity recognition.
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Sudarsan Rachuri is the associate program manager for smart manufacturing design and analysis program at NIST. Prior to joining NIST, he was a research professor at George Washington University. His primary research objectives are to develop and transfer knowledge to industry about information models for sustainable manufacturing, green products, assembly representation, system level analysis, and tolerance representation. Specific focus is on identifying integration and technology issues that promote industry acceptance of information models, and standards that will enable designers to develop products that are sustainable and manufactured in a distributed and collaborative environment. His primary areas of interest are smart and sustainable manufacturing, scientific computing, CAD/CAM/CAE, design for sustainability, data analytics, and ontology. He is an ASME fellow, having been elected in 2012 for his significant contributions in the areas of information and semantic modeling of product life cycle management, and the application of measurement science for sustainable manufacturing.
Cynthia Rudin received the undergraduate degree from the University at Buffalo and the PhD degree in applied and computational mathematics from Princeton University. She is an associate professor of statistics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology associated with the Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory and the Sloan School of Management, and directs the Prediction Analysis Lab. Her interests are in machine learning, data mining, applied statistics, and knowledge discovery (Big Data). Her application areas are in energy grid reliability, healthcare, and computational criminology. Previously, she was an associate research scientist at the Center for Computational Learning Systems at Columbia University, and prior to that, the US National Science Foundation (NSF) postdoctoral research fellow at NYU. She received the the College of Arts and Sciences Outstanding Senior Award in Sciences and Mathematics, and three separate outstanding senior awards from the Departments of Physics, Music, and Mathematics all from the University at Buffalo. She is the recipient of the 2013 INFORMS Innovative Applications in Analytics Award, an NSF CAREER award, and was named as one of the "Top 40 Under 40" by Poets and Quants in 2015. Her work has been featured in Businessweek, The Wall Street Journal, the New York Times, the Boston Globe, the Times of London, Fox News (Fox & Friends), the Toronto Star, WIRED Science, U.S. News and World Report, Slashdot, CIO magazine, Boston Public Radio, and on the cover of Computer. She is currently the chair-elect for the INFORMS Data Mining Section, and currently serves on committees for US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), the National Academy of Sciences, the US Department of Justice, and the American Statistical Association.
Claudio T. Silva is a professor of computer science and engineering and data science at New York University. His research interests include visualization, visual analytics, reproducibility and provenance, geometric computing, data science/big data, sports analytics, urban computing and computer graphics. He has held positions in academia and industry, including at AT&T, IBM, Lawrence Livermore National Labs, Sandia National Labs, and the University of Utah. He has advised 15 PhD and eight MS students, and mentored six postdoctoral associates. He has published more than 220 journal and conference papers, is an inventor of 12 US patents, and authored 12 papers that have received "Best Paper Awards" (including honorable mentions). He has over 10,000 citations according to Google Scholar. He received the 2014 IEEE Visualization TechnicalWenwu Zhu received the PhD degree from New York University Polytechnic School of Engineering in 1996 in electrical and computer engineering. He is currently a professor and deputy head in the Computer Science Department, Tsinghua University. Prior to his current post, he was a senior researcher and research manager at Microsoft Research Asia. 
